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CellTrackVis: analyzing the performance of cell tracking algorithms
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Figure 1: CellTrackVis uses three different views to analyze and compare cell tracking algorithms at the general (a-c), single algorithm
(d-e), and field of view (f-h) levels. The general view allows comparing the performance of multiple algorithms at once. The Algorithm’s view
allows focusing on the spatial patterns and errors committed by an algorithm on multiple fields of views (i.e., image sequences). By selecting
an algorithm and a single field of view, the user can analyze the causes of each error by studying the original bright-field images composing
the video sequence.

Abstract
Live-cell imaging is a common data acquisition technique used by biologists to analyze cell behavior. Since manually tracking
cells in a video sequence is extremely time-consuming, many automatic algorithms have been developed in the last twenty
years to accomplish the task. However, none of these algorithms can yet claim robust tracking performance at the varying of
acquisition conditions (e.g., cell type, acquisition device, cell treatments). While many visualization tools exist to help with cell
behavior analysis, there are no tools to help with the algorithm’s validation.
This paper proposes CellTrackVis, a new visualization tool for evaluating cell tracking algorithms. CellTrackVis allows com-
paring automatically generated cell tracks with ground truth data to help biologists select the best-suited algorithm for their
experimental pipeline. Moreover, CellTackVis can be used as a debugging tool while developing a new cell tracking algorithm
to investigate where, when, and why each tracking error occurred.

CCS Concepts
• Applied computing → Bioinformatics; • Human-centered computing → Visualization toolkits;

1. Introduction

The ability to analyze moving cells in a video sequence is a fun-
damental investigative tool for biologists. Formally, cell tracking
is the problem of tracking cells in a video sequence acquired from
a microscope Field of View (FOV). Cells are first identified and
classified according to their state: moving (if the cells are sim-
ply migrating), dying, or dividing. Then, cell tracks are iteratively

computed in the cell linking phase by pairing the moving cells in
a frame with the moving cells in the consecutive frame. While
tracking cells by hand is extremely time-consuming, fully auto-
mated approaches can be leveraged to produce cell tracks auto-
matically. Tracking methods can be classified in local and global
linking methods [UMM∗17,HNB20]. Local methods establish cell
tracks by finding an optimal bijection between two sets of detec-
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tions in consecutive images, while global methods compute cell
tracks by working on the entire image set simultaneously. The
key problem for both local and global approaches is how to mea-
sure the likelihood of two cells being linked. Common measures
include handcrafted appearance features [DAS11, HZG∗18], Eu-
clidean distance [JLM∗08], overlapping area [LLD20] or, more re-
cently, feature vectors automatically generated by deep learning
models [PŠF∗19, HNB20]. Although many measures have been
proposed to link cells, all these techniques still lack generality. This
makes it hard for biologists to identify the approach most suited
for their experimental conditions (e.g., cell type, microscopy, frame
rate). The visualization tool proposed in this paper aims to facilitate
the comparison of cell tracking algorithms from a spatial and tem-
poral point of view to easily identify the best tracking algorithm for
a given experimental condition.

2. Related Works

In live-cell data processing, most visualization tools focus on
the analysis and understanding of cellular behavior [PKE17]. In
particular, the goal is to understand how cells are impacted by
different experimental conditions (e.g., drugs or new treatments)
[PKE15, LPJ∗22, JKW∗08, DSG∗17]. This requires the analysis of
many characteristics of cells population such as, cell movement and
shape [PM07, HLLK09], cell proliferation [CBI∗08, FHWL12], or
cell progeny [GLHR09, PKE15]. Recent efforts have been concen-
trated on the visual analysis of large datasets produced by high-
throughput cell imaging experiments. Most recently, Loon was in-
troduced to process and analyze drug screening datasets [LPJ∗22].
Loon allows to select and visualize single representative cells to
avoid the time-consuming manual inspection of the entire dataset.
ScreenIt [DSG∗17], and CellProfilerAnalyst [JKW∗08] are other
two examples of visualization tools focusing on the analysis of
cell behaviors and cell characteristics. Compared to these ap-
proaches, CellTrackViz puts its focus on cell tracking performance
rather than cell analysis. In a way, CellTrackVis is more simi-
lar to annotation tools used to correct the results obtained in the
pre-processing phase [HWKT09, KHC∗07, WWR∗11, WWB∗14].
While most of these approaches focus on the cell identification
phase [HWKT09], a few methods have been proposed for cell
tracking [KHC∗07,WWR∗11,WWB∗14]. These allow users to in-
teract with the results of one cell tracking algorithm, and one FOV,
and fix mistakes in the tracks computed. The typical visual inter-
face used by these tools is the lineage diagram [PKE15], a hierar-
chical representation of the development history of each cell which
includes events such as cell division or cell death. Different from
these tools, CellTrackViz allows the analysis of multiple FOV and
multiple algorithms at once.

3. Overview

Requirements Our tool is designed to facilitate the comparison
of ground truth cell tracks and predicted cell tracks. Cell links are
computed by iteratively pairing cells in two consecutive frames of
a video. A cell linking algorithm assigns every cell in a frame to a
cell in the consecutive frame. Then, an error link is a link computed
by a tracking algorithm between two frames, which does not exist
in the ground-truth cell track data.

Targeted users of our tools are biologists interested in evaluating
existing cell tracking algorithms to select the one best suited for
their dataset (task i), or computer scientists evaluating the perfor-
mance of a new algorithm being developed (task ii). To this end,
the main requirements for our analysis approach are:

- Algorithms comparison (R1). It is required to visualize an
overview of the algorithms’ performance in order to establish,
at a glance, which algorithm produces the least errors.

- Spatial analysis (R2) It is required to analyze how errors are spa-
tially distributed on the field of view so as to identify spatial pat-
terns in error committed.

- Temporal analysis (R3) It is required to analyze how errors are
temporally distributed on the field of view. Healthy cell cultures
tend to proliferate over time. Since a higher number of cells in-
creases the possibility of linking errors, it is important to include
this component so to analyze when errors are being committed.

- Error link cause (R4) A close-up visualization of the field of
view is required to inspect the cause of a given error link. To this
end, the user needs to select an error link (committed at a specific
frame) to observe the cell movement pattern.

Dataset Our study dataset consists of 3,468 images acquired at
15-minute intervals using a GE IN Cell Analyzer 2500 HS. Images
are acquired at 20x magnification, and each image has a resolution
of 2040x2040 pixels. Images were taken from 12 FOVs for a to-
tal of 289 images per FOV and 72 hours time course. Given the
input image set, we have manually generated all cell tracks using
the open-source software tool Image Fiji [SAF∗12] and the Track-
Mate [TPS∗17] plugin. In addition, the dataset includes cell link-
ing results for four cell tracking algorithms. We associated each
method with a unique label (and color). CNN, indicates a new al-
gorithm developed in-house. LAP [JLM∗08] is a simple approach
which computes links by solving a linear assignment problem.
TRACKMATE, provided by TrackMate [TPS∗17], uses a Kalman
filter [Kal60] and a linear motion model to estimate a cell future po-
sition. TRACKPY [CG96] is provided by Trackpy [ACK∗21] and
computes cell tracks by using a Brownian motion model.

4. Design and implementation

The tool is organized in three distinct views, designed to address the
requirements and tasks described before. In this section, we refer to
Figure 1(a-h) to indicate the components of our tool’s layout.

4.1. Performance view

The first dashboard provides an overview of the algorithms’ perfor-
mance on all the fields of views in the dataset. Each field of view is
represented by a card (Figure 1(a-c)). Cards are organized (left-to-
right top-to-bottom) in descending order of links number.

Each card is formed by three components. The same categorical
color map indicates an algorithm in all components. The FOV ID
is indicated at the top of the card (a) and colored according to the
best-performing algorithm. A bar chart indicates the total number
of error links committed by each algorithm (b). A line chart (c)
indicates, for each algorithm, the cumulative number of error links
committed over time. Namely, the x-axis of the line chart indicates
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Performance view for (a) FOV #1 and (b) FOV #11. By interacting with the line chart the user can investigate the number of error
links committed up to a certain frame.

the frame number and the y-axis indicate the total number of errors
committed up to that point. Interactions with the line chart allow the
user to precisely quantify the error links committed by the various
algorithms up to a specific frame.

Discussion Comparing the overall performance is a central need
for both biologists and computer scientists (R1). CellTrackViz
avoids normalized measures (e.g., precision, recall, track fraction
score, or complete track score [UMM∗17]) to maintain an explicit
reference to the cell population’s cardinality. This is enforced by
the card’s ordering that drags the user’s attention on the most chal-
lenging datasets (the one with more links and consequently more
cells). The possibility to analyze performance over time (R3) ex-
poses characteristics of the algorithms not visible with static views.
For example, in Figure 2(a), we notice that the performance of
TRACKMATE in FOV #1 are competitive early on with those
of the other algorithms and degrade over time. The same is ob-
served in FOV #11 (see Figure 2(b)). Exposing this information
can help the user formulate a hypothesis regarding the cause of
these errors. For example, TRACKMATE may be confounded by
the total number of cells in the FOV, so a growing population may
cause low performance. This is important for biologists that may
decide to avoid TRACKMATE if their experiments require high
cell density. Tracking errors over time can also expose differences
in the FOVs characteristics rather than just in an algorithm. For ex-
ample, for FOV #1 (see Figure 2(a)) we notice that linking errors
steadily increase for all algorithms while in FOV #11 (see Figure
2(b)) the errors sharply increase only at the beginning until reach-
ing a plateau. This effect may be due to cell populations with dif-
ferent mobility patterns or different cell densities.

4.2. Algorithm’s view

The second dashboard allows the user to focus on a single algo-
rithm to either inspect its performance or to refine the hypothesis
formulated with the first view. Also in this case, the layout uses
small multiples to represent each FOV with a card. Each card rep-
resents the error links spatially organized in the FOV domain (R2).
Each error is represented by a dot indicating the cell position be-
fore the error was committed and a line indicating the wrong link

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Comparison of the error links’ spatial patterns produced
by (a) TRACKMATE and (b) TRACKPY on FOV #1. The longer
lines representing TRACKMATE’s errors indicate the algorithm
assumes cells are moving very fast between consecutive frames. As
opposed, TRACKPY produces errors depicted with shorter lines,
which means it assumes cells are mostly static.

created by the algorithm. The length of the line, in particular, pro-
vides visual clues regarding the types of spatial errors committed
by a specific algorithm. For example, longer lines indicate errors
committed by an algorithm that tends to classify cells as fast (trav-
eling long distances between frames); shorter lines indicate that the
algorithm tends to connect close occurrences of cells. In addition
to the error links, each card shows a line chart (e) indicating the
population at each time step. Namely, the x-axis of the line chart
indicates the frame number and the y-axis indicate the total num-
ber of cells in that frame. By interacting with the line chart, a user
can select a specific time step/frame and visualize only error links
up to that frame.

Discussion This view provides a unique spatio-temporal visualiza-
tion of a cell population. From the temporal standpoint, analyzing
the cell population over time comes from an explicit requirement
of biologists to track the cell population’s health. For example, we
may notice that only a few error links are committed on a popula-
tion of dying cells. While overall, this may be numerically reported
as a good tracking score, visually, we can recognize that the reason
is due to a reduced number of cells (and not the algorithm’s abil-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Line chart showing the total number of cells in (a) FOV #3, (b) FOV #7, (c) FOV #8 and (d) FOV #1.

ity to track cells). At the same time, this view allows to confirm or
reject the hypothesis formulated while looking at the overview re-
sults. For example, by focusing on TRACKMATE, we can notice
that also the cell number has generally sharp increases at the be-
ginning of each FOV (see Figure 4). This supports the hypothesis
that TRACKMATE suffers when the total cell number in a FOV
is higher. Another important information provided by this view is
the type of links created by an algorithm. For example, compar-
ing TRACKPY and TRACKMATE on FOV 1 (see Figure 3), we
notice that TRACKMATE commits errors on longer links which
indicates the algorithm assumes cells will travel long distances be-
tween one frame and the other. Instead, the errors committed by
TRACKPY are depicted with shorter lines.

4.3. FOV view

The third view displays detailed information about a selected al-
gorithm and a specific FOV. This view is organized into two com-
ponents. The first component (Figure 1(g)) is a scatter plot repre-
sentation showing all error links. Errors are organized according to
the cell track and the time frame they occurred in. Errors on the
same horizontal position belong to the same cell track. Errors on
the same vertical position occurred in the same time frame (indi-
cated by a label). The scatter plot representation is juxtaposed to a
visualization of the frames (Figure 1(f)). At loading time, the last
frame of the sequence is shown. Every time the user interacts with
the slider (Figure 1(h)), or the scatterplot (Figure 1(g)), the frame
and the displayed frame number are updated to align with the se-
lection.

The scatterplot is used as a selection tool. By clicking on a hori-
zontal line, the user can select a cell path. As a result, all error links
involving that path will be displayed. Selecting a single error link
will trigger a close-up view of the error (see Figure 5). Specifically,
the window will be automatically zoomed in the neighborhood of
the error, and the error link visualization will be augmented, show-
ing the path of the cell before and after the error. If the user interacts
with the slider, the path will get automatically updated to show the
new position of the cell in the frame.

Discussion Biologists can use this view to confirm or reject hy-
potheses about general algorithm behavior. Computer scientists can
use this view to improve a linking algorithm under development.
Figure 5 shows an error link as depicted by the FOV view. Upon
selection, the view is centered at the location where the error oc-
curred. The white line indicates the ground-truth path of the se-
lected cell. Dashed lines indicate the path before the error link,

Figure 5: Zoomed view of an error link. The orange line indicates
the error link committed by the CNN algorithm. The white line
indicates the path of the cell before (dashed line) and after (solid
line) the error link.

while the solid white line indicates the ground-truth path after the
error link. The orange point indicates where the error link occurred,
while the orange line indicates the wrong path. Bright-field images
can be hard to read for humans due to the low contrast. For this
reason, we used a white line (in high contrast with the background)
to help the user identify the cell’s path in the sequence before and
after the error link occurred. On multiple occasions, this detailed
analysis of the error links helped us identify and correct the input
annotations (i.e., what we assumed as ground-truth data).

5. Conclusion

CellTrackVis shows detailed information about cell tracking er-
rors. The General view allows domain scientists to identify the
best tracking algorithm for their experimental conditions. The al-
gorithm’s and FOV views are useful debugging tools to identify
common mistakes committed by specific tracking algorithms. Cell-
TrackVis currently focuses on linking errors only. We are interested
in extending the tool so as to include errors committed during the
identification phase.
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